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PADUCAH.KY. THUlq)A.1 MORNING, AUGUSC 30 1906

Vol.. `‘`.31 ikSIBER lit)

.1411DERER'S it"WE NOW HAVE A BUSY SESSION OF THE
THE-DEAD-BANK PRESIDENT'S
SIDE DEALS CAUSED FAILURE 'NAME KNOWN' HAPPY HOME"
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
POLICE
Cause
Chief
Transactions In Real Estate
Bids
of the Wreck.
as

K
‘
:11gW13(WSIZIV
IL'
Ir
•Elln
YOUNG BASS-

--To- PADUCAH

SITTiNMN,RS
MAN.

Received For Work on Streets to
De !Improved

WILL. NOT GIVE OUT NAME YET HIS SIS,TER HAS RETURNED
THE DETAILS OF THE WREC KING OF THE PHILADELPHIA
BANK REVEALS THE SAME OLD STORY OF THE PRESIPolice Judge Puryear States That the Tennessee Gat' Who Has Been MissDENT SPECULATING IN OUT SIDE VENTURES WITH THE
Identity of Man Is Known Being for Several Days Is Now
ON
FALLING
NOW
BANK'S FUNDS AND HIS LOSSES
yond Reasonable Doubt..
at Home.
THOSE WHO TRUSTED HIM.
WOMAN'S STORY OF SUSPECT REGISTERED

HAD A MILLION OR SO OF THE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH FUNDS IN HANDS

•

k

BOARD CONSUMES THREE HO URS IN DISPATCHING BUSINESS BEFORE IT, AND WILL MEET AGAIN THIS AFTERNOON TO RECEIVE THE FIGURES OF THE CITY ENGINEER AND TO AWARD THE CONTRACT FOR THE NEW
STKEETS.

AT THE CRAIG

MEMPHIS ASPHALT AND PAVING
COMPANY MAKES LOWEST BID

lit seems now that the coils 4re
Thoughts of home and mother made
gradually tightening about the mur- alIss Lacey Sommers, the Tennessee
....111114111Mmirram..,
derer of young Claude Bass, and ere girl wbo has been missing for several
at
themselves Oath the con- the light of another day the galty *toe -homesick., and she is now
Philadelphia. Aug. 29.—So great to acqua
STREET PAVING.
hotne at Jackson, Tenn.
the company and the transwas the confidence reposed in Freels ditions
party
may
behind
the
bars.
Thomas Bridges Son—Bid:
Colonel Bud Dale, proprietor of the
H. Hippie, late president ea the Raar actions of President Ripple.
Wa...iiington street, First to Third street
The police have moved seemingly Richmoad House, yesterday received
"They knew nothing more than we
$14967•09
Estate Trust Company, which was
Second street, Washington to Kentucky avenue
5,27645
yesterday forced to the wall because had beard," declared Preeident Mirk- slow, but so slight was the evidence the following letter:
First street, Alashington to Broadway
te,093•20
of the secret, business transactions of ener, "and they were not even fa- at first that great caution was neces"Jackson. Tenn.,Aug. 28, Igoe.
Brick sidewalk, Washington, First to Second
ocio.000s $31,836.74
Mk. Hippie, that the institution was miliar with the securities in their pos- sary. For this reason, though the "Mr. Bud Dale, Paducah, Ky.:
enalso
The
company
was
session.
virtually the bank of the PresbYteri.in
officers have known for several days
"Dear Bro.—My sister came. -home
Memphis Asphalt Company Bid:
Church. Not only the general assent- gaged in a bonding business, and its almost absolutely who committed the this morning. We have a happy home
Washington street, First to Third street
5'4,243.34
bly, which was a large depositor, but fidelity department had much money crime, they have not given out ete now. My mother sends love for kindSecond
streei. 'Washington to Kentucky avenue
4,975.21
even the smallest Sunday school or- tied up in outstanding assurances name, as the man is not in the c'ty ness shown me.
First street. Washinirton to Brotolway
9,108.27
individtherefore
be
touched
w.hioh
could
not
of
finialreds
ganizations and
and a premature publication of the
"L. D. SOMMERS.
Brick sidewalk, Washington, First to Second streia
1,462.00
-- 39,788.1u
uals, with abiding faith in the integri- and on which it was unable to realize name would warn the man or his
*Greenfield, Tenn."
statement
of
time.
No
intrusted
present
at
the
president,
had
ty of the late
friends.
Hines & Bowlin--Bid:
Rev Sommer, is a brother of Miss
their funds and savings to the insti- the condition of this branch of ehe
Judge Puryear, of the police court,
Washington
street,
First
to
Third atreet
home
at.
her
left
$15,281-53
business was made to the clearing- was seen by a representative of the Lacey Sommers., who
tution.
Second street, Washington to Kentucky avenue
of
5,3051.10
Tuesday
last
Jackson
suddenly
"It almost destroys a person's faith house, though it might have been Register, and, while very reticent,
First street, Washington to Broadway
immediately wrora
mother
Her
10406-50
week.
Ford.
some
means
by
P.
posaible
to
devise
said
H.
nature,"
in human
stated that the officials were reasonGreenfiekt, who :Brick sidewalk, Washington, First to 'Second street.. 1,40e.00— 32,574-13
secretary to IX. Alexander Henry, which at least a portion of this money ably sure of the identity of the mur- to Rev. Sommers at
SIDS-WALKS— (Recluding betwe n First Ind Second on Washingt04)•
sister
had purchased
learned that his
secretary of the board IIf publication could have been released and used in derer.
4
here,
came
He
Paduach.
a
ticket
for
and Sabbath school work of the Pres- aiding she institution.out of it. trouTb011111s Bridges Son—litel:
'While a great mass of matter has but heard she had gone to Trenton,
byterian church. "As treasurer of the bles.'
Washington, Second to Third street
been printed about the mysterious Tenn., and Rev. Sommers left :m$1,329.00
Remarkable Rise.
trustees of the general assembly, Mr.
Second street, Washington to Kentucky avenue
mu
. rder. but few actual feats have mediately for that town. In isome
1,158.co
Today the name of Adolph, Segal developed.
Hippie had control of over Secoo.ono.
First street, Washington Broadwaay
1,770.00—
lady
young
that
a
learned
he
manner
Phileand as treasurer of the permanent te on the lips of everybody in
A woman who is unable to leave answering to his sister's description
Memphis Mphalt Company—Bid:
committee on home missione and auto delphia. His rise from a toiler over her home on account of illness is Ali
Hotel, this
tenation in the synod of Peonsylvania a soap caufdron in a ten by twelve leged to have made the folhowing had registered at the Craig
Washington, Second to Third strew.
$1.270.40
eity, under the name of "Lucile Baland Presbyterian hospital of this c;ty cellar in West Philadelphia lees than statement to the officers:
Second street, Washington to Kentuacy avenue
t,t16.flo
lard, Trenton, Tenn."
other large amounts were at his corn- twenty years ago to a handler of
First street, Washington to Brody
"A man whom I know well visited
,.
1,694•00—
Monagain
came
here
minister
lions of dollars has certainly been my house in the northeastern part oil . The
- mand"
young lady
Since the failure of the trust coat- spectacular. Alhtough he has figured 'the city about It o'clock Tuesday '.day, only to find that the
The board of public works met yes- 'city scales lot and give the geolie.
Evansville. and
pany it has been learned that only a for years as a builder of sugar re- night of last week and asked permis- had taken a boat to
ho followed her there, and thence toi terday afternoon at the city hall with: Pivcil tr9v411S
few months ago the institution was fineries, railroad*, apartment houses,
Piet.'
..4
••
sion to wash his hands. I noticed Louisville, where they met.
modand
under consideration as possible de- handsome
residences
President kinklift Taylor and Will Superintendent geebtet Lid Ser;;t1'
him closely and saw thae his hands
Mies Lacey gives the follOwiog itinpository for the foreign miesiona-y ern houses for workingmen, tittle was were very bloody. I voiced what had
present: Mr. George Langstaff inspector Bundesntan were ordeied
I helot;
erary of her trip:
•
/mole of the Presbyterian church. The known of his personality until the 'happened and he replied:
who
is
to take the place made vacant tJ Us the well at the pumping
She left Jackson the morning of her
influence of MT. Hippie. it is said. newspapers were read today.
station.
"'Just tilled a man nutted Bass.
disappearance over the Illinois Cen- he Mr. Rinkll'ffs .iesignation was alsc
nnseht have eventually prevailed.
After building a large independent
The stre,et Inspector was ordered
head several times. TI
bit
him
in
the
tral for Fultop. She there took a present to fam liarize himself with thc
The annual contributions to foreign auger refinery in Camden. N. J..
nest
surely
is
he
will
die.
II
dead
he
tiar
have tit/ gutters at Seventh and
at
train for Paduach and registered
American amounts to over $1,000,000, across the Delaware river from Pintaboard affairs.
hit him with a heavy piece of iros,
Boyd streets cleaned and put 'in good
Crates House as Lucile Ballard,
the
and its surplus on hand always equals helphia. and selling it to the AmeriIt occurred under the thorn tree near Tredeon. Tenn., and spent the night 'Much important
business
war .Mitary condition.
ha4f of that atmount
can Sugar Refining Company at an
Durrett's slaughter pen. He would there The next day she decided to transacted by the board among
A communication from the genera'
which
anbuilt
alleged
profit
of
$ecio,000.
the
Possibility of Suicide.
sleep and he would not let go on to Louisville. Ky., where she seas receiving the
go
to
not
sotincil
in.-regard to paying for new
bids for the imother in the sugar district of this city
It :5 likely that an investigation along the river front. But as far as me sleep, so I killed him and tools intended getting a position in a m:1- provement of First street from *.ork ordered in Mechanicsburg waof the manner in which President is known the second venture was nev- $.4s out of his pockets.'"
At Evansville she i'irst to Third streets and Second teceived and tiled.
linery store.
Some people are disposed to criii- changed boats and reached Louisville
Hippie. came to his sudden death will er bought by the purchaser of the
A numb*, of petitons for street
street from Kentucky avenue to
now be made. Coroner's Physician first, although the statement is made cise the police, and are asking the Saturday afternoon. She secured a Washington street. The date for in- lights were received and filed. At an
Read. of Morristown. admits that Mr. that the money tied up in the struc- question: "if the police know the boarding-house and remained there specting the sidewa.ks on West Jef- early day the board will
drive
Hippie may have committed suicide. ture received 6 per cent on its invest- party who committed the Murder until last evening, when she took a ferson street from
through the outskirts and locate the
EIghteenth
to
why don't they make the arrest?" . until Tuesday, when he took a train
The few friends who attended the entent• from some source.
Twenty-fourth street was fixed for , twenty-four lights yet to be placed.
This is: unjust to the officers. They home.
private burial of the late president
Offers for the old electric machines
p. m. Monday September 3.
have worked 'hard on the case walof the trust company on Monday had
Model Refinery.
Her brother, who' was boarding the
and lamps were received and hied.
The
first
business
was
the
consid
very
had
reward,
and
also
knowledge of its difficulties, but none
The sugar refinery us, as a reanery, nut -hope of
train to go south in searoh of her,
•fro the city engineer was referred
of them were aware of this greatly in- what the Nfajestic is as a hotel. Mov- Wide to work upon. They have done met her as she was getting off the elation of the bids for the streets tc the matter of the traction coenpany
be
improved,
the
representatives
of
good
have
far,
and
so
volved financial conditions. He was ing platforms, automatic cranes. tur- good work
train She told her brother that she
plan** a pole at the intersection of
not known to have been a stock spec- bine engines, make it a place which reasons for not making the name of had become tired of her position Pt the three companies being in waiting. Fourth and jefferson streets.
They
were
invited
in
and
has
bids
opened
much
Too
public.
ulator, although financiers say he was works itself. The raw product can he tihe culprit
the sanitarium, and had decided to
Superintendent Keebler was authorone of the many who !rot 'heavily in 'unloaded from the ship. lying at one been published already along this learn the millinery husinero. She and tabulated by the clerk and cite ize,14' to hire an additional horse to
has
criminal
to
engineer,
and
the
bids
Many
a
referred
the Consolidated Lake Superior of the most completely equipped line. probably.
knew that there would be opposition
be used in distributing the new poles
Engineer
to for the extension
Washington
stocks several years ago. Real estate wharves on the river front by those made good his escape on account of at home, so she desired to slip away. City
of the light sysinvestments seem to have engaged hie automatic cranes for the slitting of the a too- previous publication of has She had beard nothing of the search figure nut and report back to the tem.
•'
attention and money almost exclus- bag at 'the head of the filter and the name or the evidence concerning the for her. but said that the thoughts board.
Notee was ordered sent to the
Further time was granted on a re- traction company to either lower its
ively. This is borne out through hi' occasional turning of a directing rod; crime. , While it would be a hard- of her home and mother had been so
public.
connections with Adolph Segal and the agency of the human hand is not ship on the newspapers and
constantly with her. 'both awake and port about _the dedication of streets track on Thirteentlretreet from Langthe latter's enterprises.
required elsewhere in the course of who want the news, it would really asleep, that she had decided to return. in Little's addition.
staff to Atkin- avenues or to build the
The board authorized a warrant for Streetuplo the 'height to which it
the evolution of sugar. One who has he better if the officials would re• although a position had been offered
Money Can Be Raised.
Si° in settlement of the bill of a St had raised the track.
Late last night Segal his counsel been through it says that a man fuse to give any information of a her at Louisville.
and District, Oketonsey John C. Bell might work in any part of it in even- crime until the suspected parties had
Louis attorney for investigating the
Additional orders were issued to
tickd a cnference. Mr. Bell said ne ing clothes. Tiled bathing-rooms and been arrested.
sureties
on a bond executed to the the street inspector and special .nSTUMP
TAKE
WILL
CARMACK
and
The public should he patient
had been called in by Segal. because copper finishings abound throughout
r:ty for the street flusher. ,
speotors to see that contractors
the promoter thought it entirely feas- It MIK about as much as the Majestic feel assured that the police know
Notice was ordered sent to the cleared away the surplus dirt and maMorrow
That
He
Chairman
Writes
make
will
ible to raise ehe $3.sotecteo needed by Hotel, and has been idle since its what they are about and
Home Telephone company to remove terial a4 the work progressed.
Will Give Such Time As He Can
the trulitf ceittatiany. Mr. Bell said he erection—two or three years ago. the arrest as soon as possible.
Superintendent Keebler was orthe pole at Fifth and Jefferson street!
was in no way connected with the Segal was the promoter of several etedered to remove a hanging crossarm
lack to the property lina.
Party.
to
the
Service
of
His
case ()thee than that be might aid terprisee in the state outside of Phila- COMPANY HAS BEEN WARNED
The d fferences with the Wesco on a pole near Thirteenth and Broad111 raising (he 1 utiTs neecesary to place s j
Nashville Tenn.. Aug 29.—Sena- Electric company having been ad- way.
the company again on a sound basis.
The street inspector was ordered to
Involved in Many Deals,
tor E. W. Carmack has written Chair- justed to the - satisfact:on of the
It is the expressed opinion of hankIt is said that the Real Estate Trust Must Settle California Losses or man Morrow, of the state Democratic board the bill of goods ordered by insist on contractors replacing the
ers that the Real Estate Trost COM - Company has been involved in all of
resicommittee, that he 'is ready to give the supetintendent of the light plant fences at the Hiale and Langstaff
Leave Nevada.
pany failure does not involve any them to some extent. Two are situdences, and to fill the exravations
was
approved.
service
the
tin
as
he
can
to
such
hs
other banking-house in the city. Th. Ater! in Lancaster county; one, the
made by them in' the yards.
of the Democratic party and to ad' A permit was granted the Paduthree d-epositories for 'the funds on Swedieh Crucible Iron and Steel
The street inspector was ordered
open
company
to
Fuel
c,ili
Gas
and
its
of
Carson City. Nev., Aug. 29.—A csess the people in behalf
the trust company were the Franklin iNorks. at Lancaster, and the other.
to
notify the Nashville, Chattanooga
Elks'
the
sidewak
in
front
of
•.he
National 'Bank. the Market Street the Safe Harbor Match Works, at letter has been sent to the London nominee. He concludes his letter by
and St. Louis Railway Company to
connection.
gas
make
a
Home
to
Notional 'Rank and the First National Safe 'Harbor. Of these enterprises a and Lancashire Fire Insurance com- saying that he will at an early day
the plane between their tracks at Sixth
Contrai.tor Bridges notified
Chairman
pany by Insurance Commissioner Das personally confer With
Rank. Aside from having deposits of dispatch {nom Lancaster says:
street and to put all street crossings
from Morrow wah a view to a more de board that he had completed the in good' repair.
the toot company, it is declared by
"The Swedish Crucible Iron and vis in response to one received
granitod sidewalks on West Jefferofficials of these institution* that the Steel 'Company was organized about the manager of the company relative finite understanding.
The street inspector was also orFinance Company of Pennsylvania tight rears ago by Segal. Several to information as to the condition of Some of the recalcitrants have son street. and the board set Mondae dered • to notify the Illinois Central
bad advanced half a million dollars hundred acres of land, supposea to be its business in the state of Nevada, been affecting to believe that Senator September 3 at 3 o'clock p. m. , as Hospital to repair the curb in front
to
-to the Real Estate Trost Company rich in magnetic are, were booght. ,in which Mr. -Davis says:
Carmack would sidk in his tent, but the time to inspect the work and
of tahr hospital and the depression
propfrom
the
complaints
hear
any
rerelative
the
ask'
me
to
"You
for current Weeds.
Hs letter to Chairman 'Morrow sets
in Sotrth Fifteenth street occasioned
The company was first known att the
"The very beat form of securities Champion Iron Company, later assate' quirements of the laws of the state these foolish ideas at rest, and rather erty owners, and instructed the neces- by running a sewer along there.
was pledged." he said, "consequently Standard' Iron and Steel Company, of Nevada, with which you will be indicates that he will be the first man sary notice to be given.
The sale of aandstone curbing to
the three hanks and the Finance COM- and fianlly as the •Swedish Crucible pleased to comply. I would suggest
Notice was ordered seat to the Sears was confirmed.
to follow Patterson to the firing line.
that your company pay better attenTraction company to remove all of 'its
- patty are simply protected."
The street inspector reported the
Iron and Steel Company.
Other prominent men who have
DIreetoes Blamed.
"A four-mile railroad was built tion to complying with the laws of been invited by Chairman Morrow to old ties and rals on Langstaff avenue guard rails at the Sixth street bridge
and restore the street to goOd con was in good/ repair and conditiOn.
According to John W. Wanner, from the works to the Columbia itz California. You are reported in the speak have given verbal acceptance.
dition, the company having, aband
president of the Clear g holaile Afa/1- Port Depoeff road at Safe Harbnr, newspapers as settling in full with
The street inspector was ordered to
ciation, that body std
oned that route.
repair the sidewalk at Eighth and
s
ret tot ad- and a rproducing plant was' erected and your wealthy patrons and equeeziog
Coma
Rounded
Up.
vance all the money requir
A hew light was authorized to be 'Clark 4treet9, tatroaged by the city
by the machinery installed at rather heavy your small policyholders. You have
The negroes meet' have been affectno right to make,sitch .diecrisnination.
trust company provided the proper expense.
spell, as half a dozen raced in alley between Kentackv teems driving across it.
cool
by
the
ed
"You certainly cannot expect to dri
security was offered. The direcrws
,Thrtettomplaint of a traction cornValved Too High.
about t o'clock this avenue and Washington street just
hoeineas on those lines in California were rounded up
of the trust company are severely
"The entire property wee bonded and
the night police on the back- of the city .scales. The police any 'Mlle in front of the Foie ,re'}by
morning
continue to write pralic;o- in this
discriticised by members of the Cleardisorderly con- depattrnent comp atn•ng that
state.
I have ordered, all pnliciret car- charge of drunk and
(Continued on Page Five.)
ler-luouse YOgociatioe
orderly persons congregate on tit!
(Cont"nued on Page Four.)
. . forttheir failure
duct.
ried by your company cancelled.
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REASON RESTORED JOINT POLES
FORMER NEWSPAPER MAN RE- ALL MEMPHIS COMPANES EXCEPT CUMBERLAND WILL
GAINS SENSES AFTER
USE SAME POLES.
NINE YEARS.

BKILION.
WlonTED
What • Sincere Mau Did Net Find.
Y J. X.ArNSIIIIMILIL2f.

NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
Illedeke tee Artists Are in Kano
Oases Quite Plain of
Feature.

Have You
Started?

"One et the most preposterous ideas
The Rev. Hiram Btoddard—kindent, In existence is that
regarding the pay
best and sincerest among men—bad of models and
their physical attract
been called from an obscure town to tiveness," Mr. Robert
Bringhuret says.
Portion of Skull Removed and Silver Arrangement Will Cause Removal of guid e the destinies of one of Chicse "In this country a majority of the
go's
largest
and most fashionable con- models are employed in art
300 Poles From the Streets and
Plate Inserted as Last
schools
Eregations. On Sunday
he was to or by instructors of classes in paintResort.
Save for Companies.
preach his first sermon and he ,was ing, drawing or
modeling, and for
naturally anxious to put forth the best purposes of instruction
any figure Is
efforts of which he was capable, not good enough.
The city of Momphis and all cor- nly in order to maintain bat also
St. Louis, Aug. 29.—When L. F.
to
"A budding ern* can learn to draw
McCann, 29 years old, of Joplin,, Mo., porations using overhead wires, with further his reputation for brilliancy,
and
paint, study anatomy and proporMayfield , sanitarium, the exception of the Cumberland Tel- eloquence and originality of thought. tion,
leaves the
just as well from a homely
where he underwent a delicate opera- ephone and Telegraph company, says
He began, therefore, to work on his model as from one that
is surpassingtion on the brain for a trouble caused the Commercial Appeal, yesterday introductory sermon several weeks in ly beautiful. There is. no
need of
. by a blow on the head in 1897, he entered into an agreement for th advance. But somehow all the topics the latter at all. If one presents
herwill be rational in every respect, but joint use of poles, which will resu It he chose failed to satisfy him, and he self, all well and good, but as the
the period since the accident will in the removal of some 3oo poles n ow dismissed one after the other as being schools and instructors are entirely
seem but a dream. The operation l in use along Madison avenue. M ar- either hackneyed, uninteresting, down- independent in their needs she must
was performed by Dr. W. H. 1'ay-1 shall avenue, Spring street, Ral igh right dull or untimely. He wanted be content with the same pay that
field, assisted by Drs. G. W. Sparker, avenue and Lamar boulevard. The something that would lit the hour and rules for all in tlos ideas, which is
W. G. Tyzzer, E. M'. Osborne and' E. agreement covers all the territory stir his congregation by its fitness.
generally net mere than • &Mar for
As the appointed Sunday approached a three-hour posing seance. As the
from the uptown..ditfict, whe e the
B. Mayfield.
To perform the operation required wires are now used by the Postal the Rev. Hiram Stoddard grew More work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
forty minutes. The patient was put Telegraph-Cable company, an d is to and more nervous, and he who had It Is an exceptionally good rate of pay
under anesthetics and a fibrous be formally signed up by th at com- such facility of invention and phrase. at that. What obtains here also obgrowth of his skull as large as a half- pany, the Memphis Telephon e com- to whom a sermon had been as make tains for more than half the model
dollar, due to the old fracture and a pany, the Consolidated Gas a nd Elec- lag at all, now found that a sermon work abroad, yet the averse-is person
subsequent trephining, was cut away. tric company, the Miemphis Street was everything in the world. His always conjures up a &ear of lovelianxiety put a stumbling block In the ness when an artist's model is men
Then the cause of the young man's Railway company and the city.
Protruding
Electrician
City
as
discovered.
held
his way of his abilities. If he bad merely donee! and associates the work with
Moran h
trouble was
shoved his anxiety to one side Will remuneration of a dollar or more an
from the skull into the brain were position for twenty-two years, and
quick mind would have found a clear hour.
since
assumed
t
he
he
first
duties
of
tc
three pointed bits of bone, due
path—a bit of advice as good as it is
"Of coarse, where an artist requires
the old fracture. They had penetrat- the office it has been his desire that
useless to a man In the clutches of a particelar kind cf model, no matter
an
agreement
be
all
made
between
membrane
the
dura
.mater,
that
ed the
3
worry.
what the especial requirement may be,
parties for the joint use of poles, for
surrounds the brain.
Thursday night found the reverend the law of seeely and demand steps
The brain at that point was cal- such an agreement would reduce the geotleinan la the
library of his new In and regio— s pay, for ens thing, Is
loused and presented a peculiar ap- number of poles along the streets home in Mielilgan avenue,
wretchedly accordance with its inexorable manpearance. This part was cut away. and greatly beautify the various thor- Ill at ease and all but on the
verge of dates. If the supply of that met of
The duma mater under the fracture ough fares.
despair.
model is short the price runs high.
had thickened to almost a quarter of
From time to time he gazed restlessCumberland Refuses.
have heard of models who resolved
an inch. After the incision had becm
Some months ag o the effort to se- ly at his wen-stocked shelves ie the severs. dollars an bear. But there are
made to see that the skull was not
cure such an agree ment was resumed. here that some book woteld help him tee many satisfactory ladtviduals willpressing at any point, a silver plate
Finally all compaflies went into the out of his quesdary. He arose egos or ing to pose for whatever they sea gee
about the thickness of a knife blade
agreement exce t the Cumberland twit* as if isilegred, 1h:wired the fat to make such a eonolitlea any ether
was sutured in the collular section of
company and t e Postal Telegraph volumes amid then sat down again, than most exceptional."
the skull between the inner and outer
company. Vesterday B. S. Price. sti- sighing lo himself hopelesslyshells. The flap of the skin and flesh,
"A wilk night de me good aad clear BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
which had been cut in a half-moon perintendent of construction of the She vapors from my brain," said the
Postal compafly, with headquarters
shape and puled back to permit of
minister toeblaureif. So, giviag over New Orleans an Tablas Vary Mighly
the Atlanta, arrived in Memphis, and
all turther attempts as US410811, be pat
the operation, were restored ant
Eta "Lucky" Norge
after going over the various lines on his bat and goat and passed out tato
sewed over the silver plate, and the
Chestnut.
heartily agreed with the city electri- Use night.
operation was complete.
-cian that th c joint use of the poles
He walked north along Michigan
"I wouldn't mil that thing for $1,00
Return of Consciousness.
was not only practicable and of ben- aveaus, his hands grossed behind his if I lost it I'd hunt for It Ike the
In about half an hour McCann beefit to the city, but would result in bask, kis brows puckered, sUll With- knights of King Arthur bur.ted the
came conscious. He awoke with a
a saving to all parties concerned. am of Ms serfage despite himself. It Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
smile and restored reason. The
Hence be readily agreed with the city bad occurred to him that the siglit of hoodoo that hung about me for lye
straight jacket used to _prevent his
electricia n and stated that his corn- LA. rolling waters of the 1W woald rears. That thing stays with am t113
escape from the sanitarium before the
operation had been removed from his pany would affix its signature to the serve as an Inspiratioa, but in his ab- ( es."
agr eewient as soon as it was drawn.
sant-miadethises lie forgot about the
All this, with great emeavictioa, says
room. Almost a month has elapsed
Prior to the agreement of the Post- algae altogether and. heedless of esossel the Kansas City Star, ithaat a little
since the operation. and the incisicsa
company the street railway compa-' be vest, Waal wastuLrn
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
is nearly healed. The attendants who al
ny, th e Nitemphis Telephone company I A11 uaaware of it, the Rev. MIMI that hung on the watch feb of Herbert
have remained with McCann conConsolidated Gas and Elec- illoddard, his eyes best on the groan& HerrIug, a New Orleans assn.
stantly since the operation say that and the
"Up te September ?, 11410, I bad
tric
had already agreed to la march of his elusive sermon, famed
company
he has been rational at all times. Mr.
himself la the heart of a squalid, pew- been the victim of bad but of one
the proposition.
Mayfield believes he is permanently
Speaking with reference to the at- erty-strickea diatriet that presented a sort and another," be said. "That des
cured.
tit
ude of the Cumberland company violent contrast to the neighborhood I was going to Galveston. It was Prt
McCann's is only one of the few
day. I recollect that the train was
esterday, City Electrician Moran est of which ba had just pease&
cases on record where such opera.
U his mind had been coneersed delayed half a &seen times before II
follov..iag statethe
yesterday
made
tions have been performed succeasmore with what was going on outside reached the city, and I erns fuming.
ment:
•fally. The operation is exceedingly
Memphis Telephone corPanY, of It and less with what was going on We got there at last and just as I
"The
dercate. The parents and sisTer of the
the Consolidated Gas and Electric inside of It, if he had Mien more alive was leaving my car I saw this Sleek
young man were notified before the
I
company. the Memphis Street Rail So tmoreulons, the muster might eye lying on the opposite seal
operation that it might result in hi
way company and the Postal Tele- have asked himself an endless lumber picked It up and put it in -Ay pocket
death.
had trtended going to the Black
graph company have agreed with me ef question' concerning this contrast,
in 1897 McCann sustained a Ira C. for
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a torthe joint use of poles along Mad- Its causes, its justification, its results, hotel that night, but after picking up
tare of the skull on the left side of
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
ison and Marshall avenues, Spring but, as it was, he passed on without that buckeye I suddenly ceanged my
the forehead, just in front and a bove
reflecting, his eyes bent on the ground, mind. A good snooty guests at the
at present. Come one come all .and hear his musc at 6o6 S. 4th.
street, Raleigh avenue and Lamar
Black hotel perished In the Hoed next
his hands crossed lehind his back.
the temple. Three weeks later a
It., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
Nashto
boulevard. I mad-e a trip
mental disease developed. At times ville in the effort
A leng row of dark, forbidding tene- night.
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
to get the Cumber"Later on at New Orleans I was cut
McCann would become violent. and
loomed up. Out of the doorway
ments
comfrom $ro to $too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
Telephone
Telegraph
and
land
most ramshackle of these two fishing in a catboat with three other
had to be restrained from in
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
pany to join in the agreement. There of the
men passed and one said to the other men_ A squall struck us. The others,
those about him. His condif on beCaaldwell.
Hume
and
Mr.
Mi.
saw
who
were
could
swim.
doomed
I
came so aggravated that a tr phining of that Company. and they declined "Old Latham Is squeezing us pretty
hard. The rent is going up next ean't swim • stroke but I had my
operation'was performed in Topeka to go into the agreement.
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. ape. 12 in.
month, and I don't know how I can buckeye and I was saved. After that
Xan.. designing to remove the pteShad the thing flzel in thil gold case
$1.00.
stand
It!"
sure of the skull from the b rain. ReaIt Is Practicable.
We have high class operatic records from 81.0o, Sa.00. Spao.
"I see by the papers,- replied his And that's why I treasure ;t."
son was not improved by the operawho have entered into eompanion, "that Latham has just
parties
"All
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
lion. Wavering between' reason; and
Europe's Jewelry
nter.
is made the church a handsome gift.
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and (3arorz and
madnese. at times thhe young man the agreement are satisfied that it
Pforzheim is a city of r trout Wet*
cheaper
will
be
and
that
practicatle
it
He's got to square the two ends some- Population and I.
a
great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
had to be guarded. Then he was takdevoted almost exagree- how, I suppose."
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
en to Chicago for an o peration. but for all parties concerned. This
clusively
to
the
manufacttoe
of
jeweldon't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
his mother withheld her consent, and ment will do away with about 300 "I suppose so," said the other for- ry. there being about 1 0 factories
poles now strung along the different lornly, "but I wish some one would exguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
nothing was done
where
jewelry
is
made.
It
is
the
jewstreets, and will result in greatly plain to me how he justifies himself.'
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
carry a full stock of
elry center of Europe.
Violent at Delmar Garden.
he various
beautifying those streets. In addition
The two men passed out of sight manutecturers are very etorgetic and
needets and we will repair your broken machines at liberal price'.
'About six weeks ago the mother,
the citizens are building 'ha ndsome
earshot.
T leir
conversation are careful to study the wants of thoir
We will take pleesure in explaining the mechanism of your Zonosister and a brother-in.law brought homes and other buildings a!ong and
skimmed, so to sae, over the surface customers and endeavor to please them
ragtime to the
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from
the young man to the Mayfield santhese streets. and the •removal of the of the listener's preoccupied mind, not regarding designs, prices and terms of
operas,
greatest
bands
the
both Amcelebrated
and
from
most
itarium, resolved •tn have an opera3oo poles will materially enhance the even ruffling it, leaving no impression sale. From present Indications the
e-rka and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
tion performed. This had been adbehind.
attractiveness of the streets.
from 7 p. m. to to p. m. No pieces played twice and we play
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines I
vised by physicians in Kansas .City.
"Von can state for me that I will
Suddenly It dawned on the minis- will amount to abnitt $100.000 for the I
from 75 to 100 piece.; every night. Remember that you can buy
Chicago and St. Louis. McCann was
report the action of the Cumberlan,1 Let's attention that it was goowIng fiscal year. With the American manuthe Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
at this time rational at intervalsz_ but
company in refusing to go into the late and that it was high ems to re- facturer's advantage in distance and
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
the ;least excitement threw him into
es
agreement to the fire anti police cori- turn, and he retraced his steps, dis- machinery—as much of the Pforzh
machines. also care of records.
violence. At the door of the sanimicsioners, and I do not apprehend tressed beyond measure to teink how jewelry is marls by hand-oft apperits ,
machIne
mend
talking
remain
your
I
tarium he broke away from the atthat there will be any trouble in furr- the valuable minutes were flying and that we rho Ad rapture more of the
tendants and escaped, and was not
ing that company into the agreement, leaving him without a top.c for a ser- trade of the islands.
captured' for several hours.
because it is certainly to .the best mon.
Once while visiting his sister ;n
On the way hoineward he passed the
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you
Influence of Irving.
interests to all parties concerned. FurSt. Louis he went to ;Delmar garden
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. K.y,
To Irving more then any other man
ther. the Cumberland company has unsightly tenements again. A croed
during a rational period. He became
Moempbs had gathered around a patrol wagon is due the change that has taken place
city
contract
of
with
the
no
violent there and was arrested for
its wires and poles at all, and it that stood in frost of the last building In London In reeent years in the social
disturbing the peace. Later the po for
struck me as a little bit singular that of the row. If the minister had paused position of actors—a change which has
lice discovered his condition. Occompany should be the only one to inquire he might have learned that tome within my own memory. writes
that
tasicmally he wrote" long letters to
laborer, working at a base- E. S. Nadal, in Scribner'.. When I
to oppose such a movement which a night
prominent persons and argued on the
foundation,
had been killed, that first went to London in 1870 there were
meet
could not do it atil, harms but would
Scriptures with those who talked vorth
left a family penniless and no actors in society Whin I came back
result 'in good to that company, as he had
him. Tie has done considerabl ereadthat under the terms of his contract In 1877 there were a good many of
well as the other companies."
ing and was formerly in t'..e newspahe had absolved his employers from them to be seen about. There was
all responsibility in case of accident growing up a ocoelety which was noun
per business at Joplin.
DOC GORDON, the new boo k by Mary E. Wilkins, will be
EXPERIhrENTS WITH
But in his haste the Rev. Hiram StodWIRELSS AEROPLANE. dard concluded that the disaster was posed of successful artists, the new
on sale about September 3rd. This will be one of the greatest
rich people, and th. profemional
PO NDER OF TOWN
New York, Aug. 28.—A dispatch to the ecnsequence of a drunken brawl classes, with a sprinkling of such of
books of the year, and we trim off Si from the regular S1.50
DECIDES TO MOVE IT. a morniqg paper from Brantford, and he walerod on, his mind still dis- the older society as had a fancy for
price. Cam price will be 5o cents and it will be On sale in
Graham's traught by his missing sermon.
art and the theater. In that society
Topeka Kans., Aug. 2o.—Ora J Ont., says Dr. Alexander
Finally he reached his house, en- the rotors bad not only a good, but a
aeroplane," which is attract"wireless
Paducah only at our store,
u14, founder of Englewood, Chis
Canadian and tered his library, lit his lamp and distinguished place.
ago' South Side sill-n.1.6, will to. ing the attention of
assembled here. plunged into a profound though trouAmerican
scientists
'morrowbegin the work of moving
Captain An- bled reverie. Then his eyes happened
Queer Sunday Law.
the town of Englewood, Clark comity. had a preliminary test.
navigator, to tall on a college catalogue that lay
gelerneyer.
the
of
Chicago,
In Spain drug stores are permitted
one mile south of its present location
'height of zoo on his desk and by a subtle process of to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but
The 'Kansas town is in the center of succeeded in rising to a
complete circle and assoelation -The Abuse of Athletics in to deal in perfumery on that day is
turning
a
feet.
Could's ar000-acre ranch, and the
Book, Music and Stationery Sellers for the People.
alighting safely a few feet from the Our Universities" suggested itself as a unlawful. Candy cannot lawfuAy be
qtiirter section on which it is located
discourse.
his
tor
topic
Bells' flying masold later than 11 o'clock In the forehas a clouded title It has a popula- starting point Dr.
4
I
wireless elertri- "Why didn't I think of that before?" noon unless no clerks or assistants ate
is
operated
chine
by
tion of 45c. and the new site. of 240
Rev.
Meson
the
exclaimed
Stoddard,
employed. Proprietors nifty keep open
cal energy supplied from the' earth
acres is a gift of Mr. Gotild, whose
work on his sermon en- all day If they do the work themselves OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GFtEGOR
Next Tuesday a° flight from London as he set to
home is at Burlington, Iowa.,
thualastically.—Chicago Daily News.
to Toronto will be attempted',
Russia Then and Now.
Rooms 3 and 6 Register Building
Precisely.
Times have not ehanged much In •
Citizen—"0 ter. is there a pion')
Acquaintance—"Yon 5.a./yr•to have
sa•
I-a Dillianry, Paducah, ICy
"What
arirthe
sort
of
canals
ones as century. In 1801 it was said that Alcr drinkin& fountain near here?" four boys and have named them all
'Phone gm.
qr.,
rear
basil
Benton,
94/1111CAS:
Mars, professor?"
exander I. rode In a procession througii
LotiisvileOFfficer—"I see you are a Willfr
Why was that?" Fatfter— ' ”Porely imaginary, my boy!**
P
c't
Poslosals.
Ky
estomr;
Maistadi
the streets of St. Petersburg preeedeo
stranger;no. there is not hilt
Alorousting of Titles,
, !spites., when we call Willie a
"Stzehilks the as. at Panama.abr.- by the atosansliss
Roo*, /14 .iltateresey
g.
greedfather,
th.nk they keep bottled water at the least one of them shows al."— . hpatirsela Oburiar,TaarisaL
rio rrrygeration and
samogsd W those ert hia «orbits mil
VW 'Pfau, 114. „ 044'Mese 4is Int
tient stare on the corner."--4Auck.
trait Free Press.
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a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

227 Broadway

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

•

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.

D. 1-1. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH,

Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MIN OF PADUCAH

Leading Machine of the World
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PROTECT BREEDING BIRML COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT

1906 will be, in round numbers, 300,- iteservvitioac Established by Prod- Soon After Entering the "Presides"
They Begin to Acquire
den"s Order in Three
000 Jews and ioo,000 Gentiles. En
Plumpness.
order to quiet the apprehensions of
Locations.
Americans, the emigrants are instruct"In a couple of months from sow,'
Executive orders creating three new
ed by the agents here to make false
statements about their nationality us- reservatioas for the protection of the said a woman who was matron at a
E. H. HARRIMAN AND J. P. MOR- on their arrival in the United Staates. breeding grounds of native birds were women's college for several years,
signed by President Roosevelt October "there will be a flood of letters from
GAN WAGE WAR FOR CON10. The names and locations of these girl freshmen to their mothers, all
TROL OF ST. PAUL.
containing °Ile complaint: 'I'm growreservations are as follows:
-INTOXICATED
"Siskiwit Islands reservation," ing so tat that my clothes won't At
HIS POWER imbracing all of the unaurveyed Uganda me.' And tae mothers will worry and
BY
Struggle Involves Van Horne and
ur the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
Rockefeller and Threatens to
Storm of Ridicule Over Proposed Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on to be let out.
he south of Isle Royal. in Lake Superior,
Shake Wall Street.
"Freshmen at the women's oollege
Reform in Spelling.
\Itch. This reservation embraces sec- always grow very plump, and they
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, in astonish their friends and relatives
London, Aug. 28.—No such storm township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon when they go home on their first vacaChicago, Aug. 29.—A New York
of ridicule stirred up the Engish these islands between 6,000 and 10,000 tion by the amount of flesh they have
telegram to the Tribune says,: A
that created by President "erring guile breed annually, besides a put on. And it is all due, I believe,
'financial battle, with $25,000,000 in press as
as one paper suggests, number of other species not nearly so to the healthy, normal life that a girl
-cash and the control of the Chicago, Roosevelt's,
ii
n,
pronouncement numerous. It is the largest and most leads at college.
spelling
Milwaukee & St. Paul railway system,'-"rzeiles"
cmportant herring gull colony within
/
"The food is always palatable, nouris on between those field marshals His idea of straightening out the he limits
of the United States.
ishing,
and of the beet, and even the
the
described
as
language
English
is
-of finance. J. Pierpont Morgan and
The "Huron Islands reservation," em- most finicky maiden learns to sat
despotism that
breezy
of
ITeight
a
'::-.;
e
„.
,
Mil::ee
... .
an.
1.
eetiup lying near the everything. I have seen girls who
and three times as many thousands ot 1 is calculated to make tee kalsei iluron islands group, lying near the
entered college with the idea that they
miles f f railroad as were represented green with envy." Another paper says weft shore of Lake Superior and
em- could get nothing but the white meat
than
peop'e
a
subdue
is
it
to
easier
in the famous fight for possession of
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 35, in of Chicken and lemon lee, contentedly
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincyja language. and resistance of Fill- township 53 north, range 29 west, each- eating fried
veal and onions a few
which resulted in the memorable einos to American rule is chi'd's play •gan. Some 1.500 gulls. together with : weeks later.
Northern Pacific corner, when the -compared with the stubborn valor of number of other water birds. breed
"And these meals are always served
price of that stock was rushed up to the English "Ought" The suggested these Islands annually.
at a regular time, and with plenty
most
$tow a share and a panic in %Vali spelling "Kist" caused the
The "Passage Key reservation." en. of lively conversation to make them
I
street followed.
tsouble. Many Spelling reformers racing an island near the mouth of digest easily. Let Die say right here,
The opposing forces consist of J.I,cannot swallow that. Mr. Carnegie Tampa Lay, on the wcst coast of Flerida. too, that the popular notion that colPierpont Morgan, James J. Hill and is by no means popular In England, eeown as Passeee Key. and situated in lege girls have midnight spreads of
their friends, foreign capitalists, on'ond comes in for a great tongue lection 6. township 34 south, range 16 indigeetibles is a wrong one. Such
east. Thousands of handsome terns things belong to a boarding school, but
one side, and E. II. Harriman, practi--I iashing
nave bred upon this little eey annually not to a women's college.
cal owner of the Union-Southern Pa
"Does
. the President hope" asks ever
sine.e the Merida coast was first excific roads, with Sir William Van
"Then there are regular hours for
of the lead ng dailies,- "that cul- eloree. tut during the past
year the (gc retiring. Lights must be out at ton
.ovsted
Horne. Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, as (1,e
will 'waters miele regular
scholarly Americans
trips to the island o'clock, and that means eight hours
contr.,lltrs of the vast Canadian Pa'
• iacrifice the history and meaning of sad each time r t erly ehindered the
cific sv,ten% with their friends, on the
of good, healthful sleep.
The outWu: language which they use so skill--ts of the freeh rees, but aiso de- door life also contributes
other.
to
the
plumpj.lIy because his messages to con stroyed all eget; partially inceentcr! ness of the girls.
ne
- 'Remaining neutral for the ..,
ti
aid unfit for use. This action promjarbastard
the
gress
in
printed
arc
"College girls stay indoors ouiy
ing, hut inclined to throw-their weigin
wh ch Mr. Carnegie has under- 'seel annihilation .cf the colony witeln when they-have to, and plenty of fresh
to Harriman. are James IT. Smith and
year or two. At thetire- :he e^^ hert- air makes
That eminent
them strong and muscular.
Rockefeller. as principal taken to subsidize?
'ee was nest ne':ve ether peeles In- The gymnasium
considerable
has
irsnmaster
spent
Is another factor. Its
i•Isliolders in the St. Pant.
,s.ms in founding libraries, but any eeeurated a reovi:eert to centretIti purposes is tc develop a girl physicalo the ielsnd for re:ort purpores. This
S25.s:v.0o° In Cash for Victor.
hirafttude which he may have earned
ly, and each freshman is examined
.frort, If it had
sneerssful, wou:t.1 that she may get the exercise she most
On the outcome illsjithe war denethli..i;y Ii s generosity wou'd bc
lied out
hetle r the St Paid road is to lC if he succeeded in debasing the liter ta•:e t tsultcd In a dtstruction of the needs.
lete and al.
estetWeil to the coast. for which put- ;irs viinage of the Anglo-Saxon race i- reetilng colony, as e.
"Under all these conditions tee
most as soon as
erg hunters would freshmen rapidly grow plump
pose a $25.00nswoo new stock is -sue sir. 4Carneigie is and rosy
te
lartibitig authors
have reeornplished that end. BO that the
ssa, voted: in a northerly direction.
inve books set up in h is Philistim sreatton of the reservation is said to be and this plumpness they rarely lose
and so seriously injure the traffic of
during their college course. Even the
lingo. Fortunately none whose ex- eeorereely openrtrine.
the Great Northern and Northern PaThe NatIonel Aesoeistion of Audubon thinnest girl ends she can wear a
is likely to be dangerous have
plc
fleeollete evening gown after she has
-terns. or .ontherly. to impair ""
cific
Englishmar societies has elactel wardens In charge been
at college three months, and the
the inture profits of the Union and "trc.""lbc:1' No educated
monstrous ef each of these reservations. and the fat girls find their superfluous
Southern Pacific.
$ we mu tolerate the vulgar,
flesh
slalighter
of
the birds aril plundering of
turning into hard, firm muscle.
Early this summer there wa s . 3 forms which 'Mr. Roosevelt wishss tc 'hetri rests has
been stopped.
"And one thing more. College girls
mysterious buying of Pacific coast
There is a genera' expression of the
are always happy, and every woman
line stock. Before Harriman or Hill
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS. grows fat when she Is happy."
could discover who were the pus_ I ciitif that Pres.dent Roosevelt is
toxicated
too
by
little
oh.
much
his
a
chasers the Canadian Pacific had
Keay Family Skeletons in the Apart.
tamed a sufficient interest in the road I•cwer. The fame of this personal
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
meat ROOMS ni New
exploit is likely to live in the mem
to weld the balance of power.
York City.
Members of the Medical Profession
Then the Canadians made overtures cries of people here long after any
In History Who Belonged to
to Hill for joint control of all advan-,;try ces in behalf of peace or the
"No postmen the country over see se
That Race.
tave• the line offered in connection good of the world are forgot.
much pathos in their rounds as the men
with the trade of the coast. Hill inat the New York force," said the man
An interesting surrey of Jews as
dignantly repulsed them, and made
In the gray uniform,as he lighted a corn his memnrable threat to build into TELLS A TEN-YEAR SECRET totting clear after being relieved from members of our erefession is to be obtained from a little work entit'ed
!sty, relates the New York World.
the Canadian Pacific's territory. The'
"It seems to me sometimes that every "Judische Aerzte und ihr Einfisss au'
latter turned to Rarriman. but !Tar.' Husband Discloses Marriage, Moved
a
boarding-house room, every cranny in ('as j.identum." wh.ch, says the Medriman was cloying for once and was'
by Jealousy of Another.
.ed by Dr
a
furnished-room house, and even the IcaI ecord. has been
impreesed
with the value of any
not
alliance with the canadiane Sri the' Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 29.—For ten best of apartment-houses conceal, SInion Scherbel. One of the mosi
latter fell heck on the St. Paul inter-' years Jim Brown and his wife hare some sort of a family skeleton or a small rromlnent of the earlier personas
esti. with which they made an
kept their marriage a secret. When tragedy. I suppose New York is a good n-.entioned is Chasdal, who became
anee.
they were married in Elizabeth by place to hide yourself In, and then se minister under the Calif Abdul-Cabman 111.. and did much to estnbrst
Harriman to the Rosette.
Rev. J. A. Owen oa July II, 1895, many young men and women coming
Scarcely hail that been aceotnplit01- Brown had a grocery store in Little bere in search of fine positions or ca- the position of the :c: s
•
••' e.-u
ed before Harriman.< eyes had been Silver and Miss Lizzie Reed, who be- reers meet with discouragement. With Nios:c.:.:s in Cpaln
s. • •e
opened. Immediately he started to re-' came hie wife, was a clerk in a gas those people, a letter miry mean hope or tiny, as well as to foe..r
the Taleo:o .n that ee ntry.
a.ds
pair his error by the purchase of St.? company's office here. Miss Reed'' life itself.
Lana :-..tt : wee
"In flats and apartment houses where 'lkeel. who Itvel
Paul 'lock and coon had acquired a agnt and -uncle, with whom she lived,
a Luse ehyslelen whe v.-,
tuffic'ent interest in that road to be objected to Brown's suit, and for that the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
author of distinguished erectical
able to make a demonstration against reason they agreed to keep the wed- mail. or in a boarding-house where Ii philosophical
The
gres
passes through the hands of servants,
the Smith-Rockefeller interests That.' ding a secret. The couple have not
you can see women in all styles of ntka MairnorOdes of Cereove is ineeeie
it is believed, inclined the latter to lived together and Mrs. Brown, it is
ligee costumes, hanging over the ha. among the list of I•e; ee,, I • 11,,
leek more favorably on Isis fight for said, has ben recci% mg attentions from
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Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
is not a good brush.

Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company--the cheapest and bed
exeUfeleff oet

of Paducah.

We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, whichever you prefer

le

J. M. nelelciMaer..wr
DRUG GIST

m

For the Round Ti ip to
U U Tennessee river & rear

su

It is a trip of pleasure, cornice,
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
IT^. ',the?' information apply to Jas
Frank L
Brown, agent.

SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.

Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NO311 al ND

Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage 54-oo:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.

THROAT.
Office and Residence, Room I 3 and .
Columbia Building.
Phone lost—Red'

Dependable

ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over $1.5o

each, without

meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
in' her particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.

Artistic A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
and
BEAUTIFUL

Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be delighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
Purses.
and
are
We
showing all of the

NEW STYLE BRACELETS

J. L. WOLFF,

411

Truehart reading.

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY

Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR

Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWBERRY, PEACH, PINEARPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER_

HAYES
SEVENTH

JEWELER
327 BROADWAY.

AND Br.OADWAY

TEL. 701
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YOUR CORRUSPONDENCE
BY USIN G THE

"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRIT[11
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It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
•
,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. .
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ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOM*13AT1L
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF YRE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. C. Leo. 315 Sway.
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough.
in bookkeeping; shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, correspondence, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar; 61.
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Board of Works

Lusterine Soap Co.,

MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roge r's Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches-Hamilton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond-one half price.
-Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.. so
cents on dollars for ten days.
21t BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place.
Next to Lang's drug store.
•

The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fishes., Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special fa,.dities have, been provided for in constructing our new hospital which enables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modern
manner. VsI! have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and one
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office and Hospital, 429 Smith Third street.
.one 'SIG.
Office phone, old, 1 345; Lew 153; res'dence, old ;11
•
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Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
523 Broadway. hew Tel. 36.
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Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
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dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
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Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.
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years so that there could he Ito seem to be onlivions to the effect and from the time so-and-so won the ox
"Mr. Law-n has received a tre- chance of their being discovered in
race.
trouble reigns in the household. '
mendus
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shock in the death of his passing it. After the holdup the six
Fixed and immovable habits of de.
wife .as -h e was fl:- a long ti•"e
men separated. te)ing to different votion, by the way, some.times have
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
in _„ are:!1 7, ;11,ensurc the principal parts If the country. Mark4 and the
their drawbacks. A certain man who
rart of his life."
man who had assisted him in bury- has been married for more than forty F.nglish Writeg Suggests That He
ing the gold remained in Cripple years has called his wife at noon on
Be Turned Over to the
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Creek together. Each feared the oth- the phone every day without fail from
Doctors.
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Avenue.
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witched each other like his office since telePhones were first
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A medical correspondent of the Lonhawks to guard against any attempt' installed. He does not care If she is
to obtain the money. After two years not at home to answer, but he wishes don Lancet suggests th...t murderers, inTried One Day as an Experiment- had elap-ed Marks had become a real to find out if all is right or if she stead of being hanged, be turned over
estate man and a lawyer. The other wishes anything. There have been to doctors for experimentation. He de
Extra Help Required.
man died a year after the holdup.
days when for one reason or another sires for science the privilege of studying
human
he was delayed for an hour or more disease in the "laboratory of the
Story of Hidden Treasure.
opporin calling, if his wife is at home on body," and thinks that with this
'Worcester. Mass., Aug. 28.-Tae
forward
treasure
scientist
"could
look
tunity
the
hidden
The
story
of
the
nervous
that day she almost dies of
new.. columns of the Telegraph apF. L. Baldwin of prostration, for she is certain that to almost endless possibilities." 01
peared Monday with speliing of the is told by Mayor
who obtained it something has happened to him. lie these possibilities, observes the Philaphonetic form, in accordance with the Youngstown. 0.,
Indian named Clark has either fallen dead of heart fail- delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth
half-breed
from
a
rules •approved by President RooseCripple Creek in 1897. ure or has been crushed beneath the details, although mentioning transfersrlt. The plan is being tried as an while he was in
living person knew what had be- wheels of an automobile and she has ence of bovine tuberculosis and the
No
experiment for one .day only, though
of the stolen $5o.000 at the time been a widow in her mind many times spread of cancer as profitable and interit is explained that as the newspaper come
Baldwin obtained the story but over when the bell tinkles for his call esting problems, the solution of which
Miayor
has for some time followed the phowould be promoted by this plan. He
Clark.
and serenity is restored.
netic'. spelling in lob of the acio cases
would use the murderer as a field for the
The robbers had selected the year
malign microbe, and turn his tissues
mentioned in the rules, the innovation
of 1897 to unearth the money and diis not so great as might at first- apREMAINS TO BE PROVEN. later into a jousting place for a tilt with
vide it. They were all to meet in
the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
pear. In order to carry out the idea
May 25. when
Cripple Creek on
looking on with eye alert, would referee
A.ncients
Which
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of
through all the news columns, extra
Colloquy
arks and the other man who knew
the contest and make record of results.
- help was required in -several departModern
Prophetic
of
Was
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the hiding place were to get
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that in
ments of the paper.
Condition-a.
and there was to be a division. None
the correspondent abides, he is confident
of the robbers arrived at the meeting
Concerning this treaty, then, said the murderer would acquiesce in the
point on the day selected. Days
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Karpicus,
was it not made with Carlos scheme of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
passed into weeks and weeks into
have his last pang accentuated by the
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early ,yesterday morning. The ex- tained the money.
Yes, truly! What you imply is not is an
assumption that fails to appeal to
Marks Lived in Terror.
plosive was placed under the corner •
to be denied.
the Judgment tempered as this must be
He felt that he was being watchld
of the parlor and the sleeping inmat-s
Then what shall we say? Is it not
by the other four men constantly and quite certain that the sole object of the by humane impulses. And it is of lit. +me+
thereby escaped.
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tie consequence. The change would be
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for
quick
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the
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he said, were it not .that Morales has the process.
and
ieno fell throng,' the hole made by one to help him carry the gold
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the explosion and was destroyed.
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ing a general idea of the location of ready to swear by the nine gods of In the world," wrote Herodotus, "Is
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the hidden wealth.
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man
completed
Me i
Maude Sniow has
aft
who enlists in the United States army
So Other State in the Union Shows
fourth, week of one of the most reafter September I will have the imSuch a Large Falling Off in
markable sleeps in medical records) print
of his finger marks placed upon
This Respect—Some of
She is a resident of Jackson township
record, together with his measureeastern Howard county, Indiana, and ,
the Causes.
ments, according to the Bertillon systhe daughter of D. H. and Ilia's. Snow,
-- —
tem, in order that his identity may
Twenty-one of the 61 counUes of
Saturday
folks.
humble farming
never be lost so long as he remains New York had fewer inhabitants by
night, four weeks ago, Miss Snow
in the service.
the census of 1900 than they had by
was seized with a sleepy spell. She
The finger print system, which :s
These counties,
the census of 1890.
4 told her parents that she would retire'
comidercd the best of all methods of which include one-half of the area of
•
for the night.
idintificatihn, has been adopted even the state, showed a falling off in tea
The next day she had not arisen
to the exten: that the imprint will be years ranging from a few hundreds oi
her
fate in the afternoon and when
'
when possible of soldiers found Inhabitants in some small counties, to
parents undertook. to awaken her she
dead on the battle field. With this im- eeveral thousands in
Some
of the
could not be aroused. Violent meth- j•rint
enclosed in a vial and buried larger ones.
ods were resorted. to but without ste.ol
.ei'h the soldier it is thought that in
Essex county, in northern New York,
cess. A physician was summoned.
fut,oe wars there need be no "un- for instance, declined from 33,000 to
He was unable to tell what was the koreyn dead," for the identity of the 30,700 in the ten years. Wayne counmatter with the young woman. Va-1
soldier can be traced by the finger ty, in western New York, famous for
rious theories were advanced, among
print when all other evidence is gone apples and mint, declined from 49,70f
thens that, being of a frail constita-I
Surgeon Walter D. McCaw and to 48,600.
tion, naturally she had broken down!
Maj. E. F. Ladd, United States army, By many persons this decline in
from overstudy. A more sensations!
attributed to the conrendered a report on this system iii population was
(
4 surmise was that she had quarreled
March, and its official adoption has tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
with her lover and nervous worry
period of industrial hard times, the
row followed.
had produced the strange condition:
general
effect of which is to diminish
At present the basis of the dentiwith which she was affected. It was
rural or semi-rural disfit:Vim' system is an outline figure population ia
a fact that she had a lover and that
trict.. In such times, the demand for
abandoned,
A
card, wh:ch v,11 be
employment being decreased and the
4 he had gone to Virginia and that the
number of sergeants of ihe hospital
provision for public relief in farming
departyoung woman. had taken his
corps have been under instruction in
counties being small, the larger cities
ure very much to heart. If her condithe finger print system and will soon are sought
by needy persona, and thew

"They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied

go to various army posts to give inconditions are reflected in the ensuing
structions in its use. The system has
00111111111.
Photographs
been effectively tried.
The year* between 1900 and 1906
were taken of one man with and with- having bout marked by prosperity and
out a beard. There was no similarity abundance throughout the state, It
whatever betweenthe two, but the fin- was supposed that the decline In pop
prints corresponded
ger
minutely %dation In interior counties woulo
for the lints of the fingers of every in- cease, that some of the former loft

rain loolsin' at him a while an'
Sn'ly he says: 'There's a man somewhere in that lump. Religion
may
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awkwardness may do R.
similibus

Washington, Aug. 29.—Every

tion is due to a lovers' quarrel she
has sot revealed the
waking moments.

fact

during her

Fail to Explain Conon.
But none of these conjectures; afforded a satisfactory. explaoation of
the condition of the young woman,
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"Did you take in the temp'runc• lece!
tore over to Wauehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of
Marvin Parsons.
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customers stating
mien' help me hill-up the corn. But that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in•whole season.satisfied
thin three times the 'hustle] amount account of religious prejudice. There
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by severalThey weigh no more thstan
layers of thin, specially
don't try to get away and don't hold prepared fabric on the
tread. That "Holding Bock" sensation commonly felt when
Tabs Chugs.
of rainfall in the month of August." is no better meat nor any more fit to
converse wIth nobody, for as sure or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents riding on asphalt
all air from being,
eat. In all the countries on the Eu- "bets," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how on
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Vacations instead
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Kentucky State Fair, Louisville—
Irvin Brookto St. Lou s yes•
WANTED FOR U. S. .4.F1:v1Y—
September
of One if you take terday
for a
visit.
Able-bodied unmarried men between
Ewing, August 30-3 4 ys.
Miss Blanch Kelly of Owensboro,
ages of
and 35; citizens of United
Elizabethtown, September 4-3 days. States,
is
visiting
Mrs.
W.
Clark
Brooks,
433
of good character an tempea KODAK
Septembe
Paris.
r
days.
street.
rate habits, who can speak, read and
+
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TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,

+

17-22.

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish'

We are offering a 20 year Gold l'illed Case.
Elgin Movement, for $8.45.
A Seth Thomas Sza.00 Mantel Clock for
4$7•50
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,
$3.45
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set,
.75
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons., a set
$1•50
OUT entire line of Cut Glass
at 30 per cent, off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the
city, at so per cent.
off regular price—you must see this line
to estimate fully the bargians we
are offering
A special reduction on every article in our
store for to days only—
strictly for cash—
Our repairs must give you satis faction,
Eyes tested free.

Barderco.vn, September 5-4 days'.
Mrs. Charles, iBrMir is vis:ting her
write English. For information apMonticello, ...)eptemoer 11-4. nays.
ii:
,
Cincinnat
rents
i.
in
ply to Recruiting Officer, New RichTo exhibit to your friends the
Glasglow, september 12-4 days.
Mrs. C. L. Van Meter went to
rond House, Paducah, Ky.
Sebree, September 18-5 oays.
p.stures of the pleasant people you Dawson yesterday for a sojourn.
•
Hartford, September 19-4 days.
MissLera Keys of Murray is visitFURNITURE bought and sold
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
have met and the beautiful places
Lig Miss Wil ie Willis on north
Williams,
533 South Third street,
Falmouth, Septternber 26--4 days.
you have visited while on your va- Sixth street.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days. .. New phone 900A.
0. W. Scott, of St. Louis. is here
Owensboro, October 2-5 clays.
cation. We have them in stock from on business.
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hand-pop
Mayfield. October 3—days.
freight
elevators.
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of
interis
i
Apply
R. Smf
J.
oo to $35.00.
& Son.
313 BROADWAY, GUT NIUE'S OLD
viewing the merchants today.
STAND.
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A. L. Hooper, of Centralia. Ill., was + + +
J. A. KONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIA
LOST—$5.00 bill at City GeriisiiI
a business visitor yesterday.
N.
or Fir'st National Bank, Aug. 27, be'
W. M. Ramond, of Auburn, Ill., is + LOCAL MOW'S IN BRIEF
21 WILTS EXperilellte.
tween it and 14 a. in. Reward. 113
here on business.
Edw. Morgan of Louisville is in + +++++++++++++ South Second.
:he ety.
FOR RENT—Room for rent at
A. L. Madison of Bowling Green
—This may not be the coldest 314 North Sixth St.
anived in the city last night.
August day in history ,but if weather
FOURTH AND BROADWAY J. B. Chamberlain, a business man will stay as pleasant and beaut.ful
of Eldorado. Ill., is here for a few
as it has been for the past few "darYi, FRIGHT LOSES CONSULSHIP
ciays.
no one will want to murder the
Con Linn of Murray is here on
G. J. Bowens Quits Guadeloupe
weather-atan.
++ +
÷
ie
business.
—It would be a good scheme if the
Because of His Riot Report.
M'iss Naltinie Sewell and mother of contracto
r could devise some means
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
-+
Brownwood. Texas, are vis:ting the
of preventing the dust clouds that
Washington, Aug. 29.—G. Jarvis
+
family of Capt. W. H. Edwards No.
nearly suffocate the people passing Bowens has resigned as American
+ + 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- +
511 ,Wpthington street. Miss Swell is the
Palmer, which is undergoing re- cogsul at Guadeloupe, French West
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilermaking the round trip to Evansville pairs.
!Ind es. He left the service shortly
Cairo
;eaves
Fowler
for
The Dick
on the Steamer Jno. Hopkins but
—A negro living on Harris street after the rioting in Guadeloupe,
at eight o'clock sharp this morning, will return here Thursday.
with
the lurid name of Tom Bloodsaw which caused him to send alarming
.returning ton ght.
G. G. Butler, merchant of Aurora
The Hopkins will leave this after- -s n the city purchasing fall goods was arrested by Officer Long yester- rssorts to the state department about
dr for cruelly beating his boy.
thc dangers which threatened Amerinoon for Evansville.
Cap* KA}Risyis leaves to today tc
Ernest Walker and /See Perkins, can interests 'in Guadeloupe.
Office Phone 369,
The Clyde left .ate yesterday after- atterfd thrS,Vpmeeting at Eddyvile.
Residence Phone 736
two young regroes, were u; before
Mr. Bowens reported that the "situanoon for the Tennessee river.
JuJdge E. Barry, of Benton, is herc Jadge Puryear yesterday
on the tion was serious and was- beyond lora;
The Kentucky is due out of the on legal business.
charge of beating and kicking a 12- control. In consequences of this reTennessee river today.
NT. Wilson and Thos. Wilson, of 9ear-o:d negro
%,•
toy by the 'Jame of port an an American gunboat was
Sin thland, were in the city yesterday. 'Herman Roach.
The case was con- sent to the island to the displea.sure
Rolf; Varble to Preach Here.
Mrs. S. T. Huffman and daughter tint eel until today.
of France, which had warships neat
of
Dallas. Tex., and Mrs. Wm. PurR e v. Ls M. Varbe, of Westport,
and Mrs.
of Guadeloupe and was prepared to
Ky., w1ill preach at the Mechanics- don and daughter of St. Laois are the boo Kentucky avenue. tree
rejo•cing check election trots.
burg Christian church Sunday morn- guests of Mrs. S. L. Anderson, of S over the arrival of a tine boy
An investigation of conditions in
iihich
ing September 2, at 10:30 a. in. Ail Fourth street.
sr.ived yesterday morning.
Guadeloupe is said to- have shown
timbers of the church are urgad
Miss Frances Clark will return to— Mrs. W. R. Junes :s ly ng quite that the American consul was not
Le present, and friend; are inv td tc day from a visit to friends in Bard- ill with malarEar fever
at her tome warranted in making such aarmins
artend. Other announcements wil' be well.
mos Bridge street.
reports and this is believed to have
n-ade et the service.
'Miss Asa Boditins of Bardwell wi•
The Luther League of the German been the cause of his withdrawal from
arrive today to v sit her sister, Mrs. Lutheran church will meet
RINSIDENCIE PHONE gag
at 2:30 p. the serv.ce. Mr. Bowens is a negr( 011P111/CE PHONIC 4,114-4
A.
W.
Grief,
South
of
Fourth.
m. today with Miss Clara PliiIiips, 3t: and was appointed from . Virginia and
Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
W. W. McCabe, chief dispatcher of South Third street.
went to the post at Guadeloupe June
Railway from Louisville.
Paducah district of the I. C. road, --Geo. Lytle, a negro,
was fined st. 1905. His successor has not yet
" Denver, Colorado Spengs and Pu- has returned from her vacation.
$roo En the police court yesterday been appointed.
Miss Lillian Dicke is visiting friends (or whipping his
eblo, Col.--$36.00. On sale daily to
wife.
September loth, with return limit of at Eddyville.
Miss Ethel Robertson. of 433 South
Iron Mantels for Sale.
Attorney Frank Lucas went to Cin- Ninth street is quite ill.
'October gat
LIME cinnati
have
I
a lot or iron mantels, taken
yesterday.
Dr. Reynold's the occulist. has from the Palmer
House, that will be
Miss
Carrie
Cooper, a popular Inoved his office from the Fraternl
On sale
C--$15•95.
y sold cheap. The mantes are as good
daily ebbe:Yr**, tickled, good returning young lady of Benton, is the guest building to rooms over Riley & Cooks
as new. Call at the Palmer House
of Miss Mattie Wilson, sot norts on South Sixth
•within six months.
sear Broadway.
znd set them.
Eighth street.
J. W. LOCKWOOD.
Mrs. Ruth Shelbonrne of Wickliffe
I.ow Homeseficers Rates to many
3 Horse Power Motor.
TEACHER'S ELECTION.
point; in the southwest, west and is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Frank
I
Horse Power Motor.
STATE
TAX
ON
Stoo.000,
000
points in the souhteast, west and H ill.
554
Horse PQ
brown
Pupils
May
Select
Their
southewst on first and third TuesMisses Bertie Rdesch and Mary
II Horse Power Motor.
Ohio
Gets
Per
Cent
on
Gross Earndays of each month, June to Novem- Mariette arc visiting Mrs. R. E.
.
Teacher.
I to Horse Power Motor.
ber inclusive.
Moshel. of north Eighth street.
infra of Public Corporations.
200 Light Dynamo.
Foe additional information, tickets
Mrs. John J. Dorian's school w II
B. J. Bill ngs %%Me and children
Columbus
,
0.,
Aug. 29.--Trie gross
•etc., tall os any agents of the South- now have been visiting relatives ir iesume work Monday. Sept. loth
earnings of the public service cornet
address,
The courses include all the English pan es
Alabama have returned home.
taxed under the Cole law will
P. IJOGAN, T. P. A., III East
Miss Vera Davis who has been branches, also Latin, French, Short- reach this
year the enormous sum of
Main sireelt; Lexington, Ky.
isiting in Alabama has returned hand and Bookkeeping.
$Aci0000,000. The reports of the corn
C. M. MUNGERFORD, D. P. A. Ii ome.
For information call at corner of panics
121-123 North Fourth Street
are due by Sept. 1 and many
234 Fourtti avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Miss Loretta Bil ings of Jackson- Fourth and Adams.- Old 'phone 1478 ;re already
in. Included in the fist
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St. v:le, Fla., is
here to spend the w.nter
of quasi public corporations taxed
Louis, Mo.
ith her uncle B. J. BilIngs
Negro Stabbed.
'tinder this law are steam and electric
Suffering from a severe wound in railroads.
During the last six months there
express, telegraph and teethe left .iide, Dennis Cody, a negro phone.
'Frisco Adjustments Completed.
have sailed eastward from New York
signal and messenger pipe
I.
C.
helpel
t
,
was
brought from Fulton line, gas and electric
The New York underwriters, the
-City 113,573 passengers.
light and pourer
Citizens of Missouri, and the Hart- and placed in the I. C. hospital yes- I companies and freight line companies.
ford have closed their adjusting of- terday. Tie received the wound in a
They are taxed 1 per cent. on their
fices at San Franc sco. having com- fight at Fulton. by another negro gross earnings so that the lay: will
pleted the settlement of al their in- who is in jail there.
roduce this year $200000000 En
dividual losses. They had 22 adtetenue. 1.ast year their earnings
Dr. Reynolds has moved from his reached
justers there, representing the New
only $180.00es000.
York underwriters, the Citizens of office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pito.
Missouri and the Hartford and they
When needing first-class table ,sertogranhers. on South Sixth, near vice
at parties or dini s hon i
had a farewell banquet at the TeBroadway
.
..The best quality and the biggest c'san Tavern the
ng P
4
/
471. Both Phones No. 110.
Dick T.ogan.
203. 20E> S. Tnfrd
last evening of ;heir
s:ay.
J. J. Purcell and Normal'value offered in Paducah.
King will 'remain to close up the 111111=111111•10.
Telephone 175 and let us send you committee losses outstanding—Frotr
Journal to Commerce and Commerce
a supply.. Three rolls for 25c and each
Bulletin.
The first two compan•es named are
roil as big as yoto head.
represented in Pad.scah by Abram J..
..We are sole agents for the Weil & Co.
-'1.311ZATEI
YORK" brand...
Notice.
$
All parties holding 'bills or accounts against the city of Paducah are
requested to file them with the undersigned Friday morning, Aug. 3.r, so as
to submit them to the finance cornmitte.
ALEX KIRKLAND,
IncorporAted.
Auditor.
•
•

Eye-See Jewelry Co.

-- McPherson's
Drug Store.

4

14bscribe For The Register
;
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

•

ris.

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS

T.

Novelty Works.

& P. POOL,

1
I

Greater New York
Toilet Paper

, ri

GENUINE TRADEWATER
Lump 12c, Nut 11c.

Right Bell at Side Door.

C AL

REAL PITTSBURG

,
cLump 13c, Nut 12c.

Let us hate your order now

R. W. W VLKER CO.,

Fifth and Broadway.

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO. •"'
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

Nittr

DRUGGISTS,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

Picture Framing.
l'ictures framed in correct style and
delivered when promised, 529 Broad.
way.
• f,

West Kentucky Coal Co.
.

Office Second and Ohio.

I
.10

i

Incorporated.

BotasT elephones 254.
SAMMIONOMMINTMEW

